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 A thought-provoking, and ingenious approach to explaining the 
inflation slowdown

 Highlights a very different, and heretofore underappreciated,  
dimension of globalization (injection of high-skill labor, versus 
the conventional wisdom of low-skill labor, technology, capital)

 Two potentially-interrelated, but analytically separable,  
questions  

 The role of USSL in the great inflation decline (GID) – vis-à-
vis slack/expectations/oil prices

 Outlook for inflation: is inflation dead?  

Arthur Lewis meets Gary Becker
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Core inflation: A tale of two halves ?
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Headline and core reveal different dynamics

Source: “Is Inflation Dead,” by Surjit Bhalla.
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Different decades, different dynamics

Advanced economy core inflation consistently below 2% but 
has not secularly fallen over since 2000 
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Why did inflation fall in the1990s? The “great 
moderation”…
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…meets the positive supply shock from globalization
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 Undisputed slowdown of headline and core in the 1990s

 Indicative of a positive supply shock 

 But many potential factors that may have underpinned it:

 Injection of capital and low-skilled labor from globalization 

 Disinflation forces from technologically-induced productivity 
boom in the U.S.

 Anchored inflation expectations

 USSL – embodied disproportionately in goods or services?

Discriminating among hypotheses
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But no secular decline in core inflation since then
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Modest declines post-GFC accompanied by meaningful 
growth slowdowns 
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Philips Curve: Rumors of my death are grossly 
exaggerated 
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WEO finds slack player a key role in inflation misses 

Source: World Economic Outlook, IMF
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With both inflation expectations and slack playing a role 

Source: World Economic Outlook, IMF
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Where should USSL show up? Goods or services?
Service inflation much stickier 
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Wage growth has slowed in AEs since the GFC 
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But so has productivity growth  
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Pushing up unit labor costs
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The wages conundrum 
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 USSL can be an explanation 
here

 But (1) wage slowdown only 
after GFC; (2) shouldn’t USSL 
push labor productivity up?
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Rephrasing the problem
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 Core inflation slowed sharply in the 1990s but remained sticky 
after that

 Core inflation not immune to output gaps and slack, even though 
Phillips curve may have flattened

 No secular decline in wage growth or unit labor costs over three 
decades, as USSL would imply?

 Wage growth has slowed, but since GFC, and partly explained by 
lower labor productivity

 Implications

 As protectionism rises and USSL is interrupted, does inflation 
climb back up?

 As slack continues to reduce, does inflation go back up, despite 
a flatter Phillips Curve?

Putting it all together
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 Use core rather than headline inflation 

 Use an “Augmented Phillips Curve” approach controlling for 
inflations expectations and slack and testing USSL explanatory 
power after controlling for traditional variables 

 See if there are structural breaks – since experience of 2000s 
very different from 1990s

 Why not run wage growth on USSL but after adjusting for labour
productivity?

 Split core inflation into core goods and core services to test for 
differential impacts?

Suggestions
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What has driven India’s sharp disinflation?
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What has driven India’s sharp disinflation?

Output gap - HP filter - 1Q lag 0.52**

Annual growth in wages - 1Q lag -0.04

Annual growth in MSP - 1Q lag 0.06^

Dummy for below normal monsoon 0.67*

Annual growth in $/Re. exchange rate - 1Q lag -0.08**

Annual growth in world food price index - 1Q lag 0.02

Annual growth in world food price index - 2Q lag -0.03^

Annual growth in world food price index - 3Q lag 0.01

Annual growth in world food price index - 4Q lag 0.00

Annual growth in world food price index - 5Q lag 0.01

Annual growth in world food price index - 6Q lag -0.02

Annual growth in world food price index - 7Q lag 0.04*

Annual growth in world food price index - 8Q lag 0.00

Annual growth in world crude price - 1Q lag 0.01^

Dummy for new monetary policy regime# -1.43**

CPI inflation - 1Q lag 0.41**

CPI inflation - 2Q lag 0.23

CPI inflation - 3Q lag 0.18

CPI inflation - 4Q lag -0.30**

CPI inflation - 5Q lag 0.47**

CPI inflation - 6Q lag 0.01

CPI inflation - 7Q lag 0.01

CPI inflation - 8Q lag -0.21**

Observations 60

R-squared 0.96

D-W-statistic 1.96

B-G serial correlation test (LM test) 0.16

AIC 2.50

SBC 3.33

Table 2: Determinants of Inflation in India

Dependent variable: Year-on-Year CPI Inflation Rate

 ** indicates significant at 5% level, * indicates significant at 10% level, ̂  indicates 

significant at 15% level. #: NEWREGIME is a binary 1 for 2014Q1-2015Q1, a 

substantially low yoy inflation period.

Source: “What is Responsible for India’s Sharp Disinflation? by Sajjid Chinoy, Pankaj Kumar and Prachi Mishra, IMF 
Working Paper
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